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TMC Sales Finance Business Group

As the Toyota Group Sales Finance Company, TFS provides mobility-related
financial services such as loans, leasing, and insurance under our group mission
“Provide sound financial services that contribute to a prosperous life for Toyota
customers and others”.
The automotive industry is undergoing a once-in-a-century transformation. The
environment surrounding our sales finance industry, which provides the financial
services that make automobiles accessible to customers, is also undergoing major
changes, including high inflation and interest rate hikes in many countries. In these
times of change, we aim to quickly provide customers flexible new services, while
also pursuing the possibilities of future mobility, under our group vision “Create
value by enabling freedom of movement”.
On the other hand, our core values remain unchanged. We have developed products
and services tailored to each country, region, and customer, in strong partnership
with our dealers and distributors around the world. We will continue to pursue the
goal of providing peace of mind and excellent service for every one of our customers.
We will continue to take on the challenge of providing ever better financial and
mobility services, creating new value and contributing to the realization of a
sustainable society by delivering “Mobility for All”.
Thank you for your support and partnership.
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Toyota Financial Services is made up of affiliates in more than 40 countries/ locations.
Wherever we operate, we conduct business with the highest ethical standards and a fair
and sincere attitude. We aim to have a positive impact in the communities in which we
operate. Our products and services differ from country to country to meet market
conditions and regulatory requirements, but around the world we are a company focused
on delivering quality products that meet our customers’ needs.

MISSION
VISION
THE TFS WAY

Provide sound financial services that contribute to
a prosperous life for Toyota customers and others
Create value by enabling freedom of movement
Courage Agility Collaboration
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Group Structure
TFS offers a comprehensive financial services lineup that caters to customers’ diverse needs while strengthening the
core auto sales finance operation. By offering customers sound, high-quality financial products and services, TFS aims to
build customers for life by supporting their life events.

Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC)
TMC Sales Financial Business Group

TFS
Group

Toyota Financial Services Corporation (TFSC)
Board of Directors

Supervisory
Council/
Internal Audit

External
Audit

TFS Group Top Management
TMFNL

Region
Japan

Americas
Oceania

Europe
Africa

Asia Pacific

China

TFS and TMC Sales Finance Business Group
TFS has become a part of TMC as the “Sales Finance Business Group.” This integrates the sales finance business with
the auto business to realize rapid decision making and better “visualization” of risks.

TFSC Board of Directors and Strategic Management Committee
The TFSC Board of Directors is the highest operational decision-making body of TFS. Some members of the Board of
Directors are management members of TMC.
The Strategic Management Committee composed of members from TFS only and includes TFS Top Management and
the Region CEO. These committees discuss strategic matters that will help guide TFS.

Regions
TFS operates five regions which are responsible for assessing the market, developing strategy, and supporting the TFS
sales finance companies to best meet the various needs of TFS customers.
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Toyota Financial Services Corporation
Headquarters

Nagoya Lucent Tower 15F
6-1, Ushijima-cho, Nishi-ku,
Nagoya, 451-6015 Japan

Share Capital

78.5 billion yen

Shareholder

Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC) (100%)

Established

July 7, 2000

Number of Team Members

138 (As of April 1, 2022)

URL

http://www.tfsc.jp/

Brief History

1982 Toyota Finance Australia Ltd (TFA), (Australia) established
Toyota Motor Credit Corporation (TMCC), (USA) established
1988 Toyota Finance Corporation (TFC), (Japan) established
1996 Expanded to 10 countries/locations
2000 Toyota Financial Services Corporation (TFSC) established
200 1 Expanded to 20 countries / locations
2005 Expanded to 30 countries / locations
202 1 Expanded to 40 countries / locations

Directors

Hiroyoshi Korosue (President&CEO / TMC Chief Officer of Sales Finance Business Group)
Shinya Kotera (Senior Executive Vice President)
Mark Templin
Hao Tien
Toshiyuki Nishi
Koji Kobayashi
Yoichi Miyazaki
Masahiro Yamamoto

Audit & Supervisory
Board Members

Shinji Sugimori
Kenta Kon
Katsuyuki Ogura

Managing Officers

Toshiaki Kawai
Akira Tsuboi
Izumi Sugiyama
Naoki Tokuhisa

As of July 2022
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Americas Oceania Region
TFS team members across the region continue to transform and grow our organization
with a focus on innovation to enhance our products and processes. As we expand, we’re
dedicated to meeting the evolving needs of customers and dealers, and supporting
Toyota in enabling all forms of mobility. Through our private label initiatives and the
launch of TFS Colombia, we’re now reaching more customers than ever, delivering the
service that will keep them loyal to their originating brands.

Mark Templin
President & CEO
Toyota Financial Services Americas Oceania Region

Markets at a Glance *
Our 5,250 team members across the region manage $180 billion USD in assets and are dedicated to serving over 6.3
million customers and 2,600 dealer wholesale accounts. With sales finance companies in Canada, the United States,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Australia and New Zealand, we draw upon our extensive
scale and experience to capitalize on unique market opportunities.
* As of March 31, 2022

Americas Oceania Region Overview
11 Sales Finance Companies in Americas Oceania Region
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1

Toyota Credit Canada Inc.

2

Toyota Financial Services

3

Toyota Financial Savings Bank

4

Toyota Financial Services Mexico

5

Toyota Credit de Puerto Rico

6

Toyota Financial Services de Venezuela

7

Toyota Financial Services Colombia

8

Banco Toyota do Brazil

9

Toyota Compañía Financiera de Argentina

10

Toyota Finance Australia Ltd.

11

Toyota Finance New Zealand Ltd.

(TCCI) Markham, Ontario
(TFS USA) Plano, TX

(TFSB) Henderson, NV

(TFSM) Mexico City, Mexico

(TCPR) San Juan, Puerto Rico
(TSV) Caracas, Venezuela

(TFSCO) Bogota, Colombia
(BTB) Sao Paulo, Brazil

(TCFA) Buenos Aires, Argentina
(TFA) Sydney, Australia

(TFNZ) Auckland, New Zealand

Customer-Centric Products, Services & Processes
The Americas Oceania Region is deploying unique solutions that make it easier to do business with us than ever before.

VINTrak (USA)
Seeking to improve the lease-end experience for both customers and dealers, Toyota
Financial Services USA introduced VINTrak, a new application that allows dealers to
conduct a self-inspection of returning vehicles. Using VINTrak, a dealer can
complete a vehicle pre-inspection that gives the customer immediate visibility to any
lease-end charges. The new process saves time and increases satisfaction by
enhancing transparency. This new application also lessens dependencies on third
parties, reducing costs for TFS.

Project Reborn (Colombia)
Toyota Financial Services Corporation joined
Mitsui & Co. to launch Toyota Financial Services
Colombia in 2022. TFS Colombia draws upon the
wide-ranging expertise of both organizations to
replace a previous finance company in that
country. Developed in close partnership with
distributor Automotores Toyota Colombia, Project
“Renace” (Reborn) is designed to improve sales
support, increase competitiveness, enhance the
customer experience through a focus on
digitalization, and expand the value chain through
the ability to finance insurance, accessories, and
maintenance.

Customer Service Technology (Canada)
Toyota Credit Canada (TCCI) launched a Salesforce system in the company’s Customer
Service department, improving experiences for both customers and team members. The
intuitive user interface allows faster processing of customer requests and requires less training
for existing and new team members. The integration with TCCI’s existing systems allows 70%
of customer portal requests to be completed without any manual effort.

Consortium Toyota (Brazil)
Banco Toyota Brasil (BTB) launched Consortium Toyota in 2022, adding an important new channel to expand customer
access to Toyota vehicles. Consortium Toyota differentiates itself from other products through its concierge services,
digital offerings, and helpful customer touchpoints over the entire contract lifecycle. BTB worked closely with Toyota do
Brasil to develop the product, ensuring that customers received priority delivery and that dealer considerations were
included in the process.
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Europe Africa Region
The last year has seen our region build on the previous year’s success with innovation and
determination. Our approach has achieved Record TFS results in Europe, including our
best-ever consolidated contribution to global profit, higher used car contracts and market
penetration returning to pre-covid levels.
This is the result of the consolidation of a strong VLV (Vehicle lifetime value) strategy in
Europe, achieving the next level of business cooperation with the distributor, Toyota
Insurance and KINTO. A true ONE TOYOTA approach to benefit our dealers and
customers in Europe.
While we acknowledge our success in growing the portfolio and business, our sights
remain firmly on the future. Besides the conflict in Ukraine, we face global supply
constraints coupled with an economic downturn bringing unprecedented hyperinflation in the European zone.
A combination of challenges that are compromising our model in Europe.
These challenges, however, have accelerated our digital transformation program, resulting in highly responsive front-end
strategies. This is further enhanced by a generation of new business models, ready to test from our Innovation Hub in
Düsseldorf.

Ivo Ljubica

CEO, TFS Europe & Africa Region

Markets at a Glance *
2,124 team members across 20 locations in Europe and Africa service over 1,696 Toyota and Lexus retailers for whom
TFS provides funding exceeding €2.9 billion. In total, our outstanding customer portfolio numbers exceed 1.7 million live
accounts representing an asset size of over €25 billion.
* As of March 31, 2022

ANOTHER YEAR OF RECORDS
(K nuits)

Used
New
111

164

165

381

355

2020

2021

124

295

314

2018

2019

197

411

Last fiscal year TFS EAR again achieved a
number of historic records in the traditional
Finance & Lease business. The number of new
car and used car contract acquisitions
continuously increased over the last years and
reached more than 600 thousand units in FY22

2022

Fiscal year ending March 31.

TCM (Trade Cycle Management) products,
underpinning the new sales distribution strategy in
Europe, represented over ½ (52%) of the TFS business
followed by Credit (38%) and Fleet/FSL comprising the
final 10%. There is a continuing trend of TCM products
gaining popularity every year, this includes Toyota EASY.
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FLEET 6%

CREDIT
38%

FSL 4%

TCM
52%

VEHICLE LIFETIME VALUE (VLV)– Kanzen offer
With the launch of the bZ4X, TFS
Europe (TFSE) and Toyota Motor
Europe (TME) introduced a new sales
strategy that encompasses the
complete product under a VLV
approach.
The approach is designed to ensure our
competitiveness, it also maximises
profit contribution through operational
Leasing products for the private
customers,delivering great customer
value and ensuring that the vehicle is returned to the SFC at the end of the contract.
We also unveiled our Kanzen bundled offer, a product that can incorporate service, maintenance, repair, and winter
tyres. While for the bZ brand, it includes home and ‘on the go’ charging products and service subscriptions.

EAR INNOVATION HUB
One of this year’s initiatives is to find ways to support markets OPEX
reduction by bringing new technologies and methods while keeping customer
satisfaction high. The pan-European ‘Customer Service Vision Concept’ will
include best practices, real customer needs and the latest technologies.
EAR InnoHub is in the process of implementing the Regional Inhouse ‘Digital
Payment Solution’ in pilot Nordics markets. This will enable our customers in
Denmark and Sweden to make payments for services (e.g. Car sharing) via
own TFS solution.

KINTO Europe GmbH
Pursuing its vision of Mobility for All, KINTO Europe is preparing for scaling
up its services, targeting corporate as well as private customers. KINTO
Europe operates in 15 markets, including 6 affiliates, with a total fleet of
more than 140K units mostly originated by KINTO One (our FSL solution).

DIGITAL
Currently TFS EAR has full coverage of online finance calculators across
brand, business, and markets. In 2022, the focus will be on their visibility
enhancement, embedding the existing online tools directly into the car
configurator webpages.
In 2021 TFS region kicked-off the migration of the existing online finance
solution to the more scalable platform provided by Torque ITS. The tool will
be available in 6 markets, offering an end-to-end customer journey to
support the Bz4X launch in synergy with the TME’s online retailing concept.
To support future innovation, TFS EAR digital team cooperated with TFSC
and TMCC to deliver a compelling online payment solution dedicated to Europe. This white label prototype is an enabler
for TFS to autonomously manage the payment, as in the near future mobility and connected car services will be an
everyday reality.
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Asia Pacific Region
The Asia Pacific Region remains one of the fastest growing, dynamic and diverse regions
within Toyota Financial Services.
TFS forms a strong partnership with each sales finance company to offer a wide range of
competitive financing products and services to our dealers and customers. To tap the
huge potential in this region, we will leverage our strengths as One Toyota and take
advantage of opportunities in our traditional business, as well as our value chain and
mobility initiatives, through strong collaboration with our customers, dealers and
distributors. As the key player in this region, we are prepared to ride the new
technological wave and continue to transform our business to succeed in this dynamic
region.

Hao Quoc Tien
CEO, TFS Asia Pacific Region

Deputy Chief Officer, TMC Sales Finance Business Group

Markets at a Glance *
The Asia Pacific Region is made up of 9 sales finance companies: Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan, Korea,
Indonesia, Vietnam, India and Singapore. Our more than 4,900 team members are dedicated to serving over 1.9 million
customers and a distribution network of more than 2,200 dealer outlets with over 330 wholesale accounts. The Asia
Pacific Region has more than $19 billion USD in managed assets.
* As of March 2022

Asia Pacific Region
9 Sales Finance Companies operating in Asia Pacific Region
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1

Toyota Financial Services Korea Co., Ltd.

2

Hotai Finance Corporation (HFC) Taipei, Taiwan
Hotai Leasing Corporation (HLC) Taipei, Taiwan
Toyota Financial Services Philippines Corporation

3

(TFSKR) Seoul, Korea

(TFSPH) Makati City, Philippines

4

Toyota Leasing (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

5

Toyota Financial Services India Ltd.

6

Toyota Financial Services Vietnam Co., Ltd.

7

Toyota Capital Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

8

Toyota Financial Services Singapore Pte Ltd.

9

PT Toyota Astra Financial Services

(TLT) Bangkok, Thailand
(TFSIN) Banglore, India

(TFSVN) Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
(TCAPM) Petaling Jaya, Malaysia
(TFSSG) Singapore

(TAFS) Jakarta, Indonesia

Gurumalist (TLT Thailand)
Toyota Leasing Thailand (TLT) / Toyota Insurance Broker (TIB) launched
“Gurumalist by KINTO,” a platform that brings the various used car service
channels into one online channel, a one stop service platform accessible
anywhere, anytime.
As a one stop financial service platform, Gurumalist provides used car loans for
both Toyota and other brands. Customers can be confident each vehicle
receives a high quality inspection and meets Toyota used car standards. Full
service car subscriptions are available with no down payment and worry-free
insurance included in the cost of ownership. KINTO ONE Value includes
conveniences such as car maintenance from Toyota Service Centers and a fixed monthly price throughout the contract
period.
“Gurumalist by KINTO” will be a valuable tool in bringing C2B, B2B & C2C business to our Toyota Value Chain
ecosystem in the digital era.

sgCarMart (SGCM Singapore)
The consortium, led by Toyota Financial Services Singapore Pte Ltd (“TFSSG”), acquired
a 100% stake in SGCM Pte Ltd (“SGCM”). TFSSG owns 76% of the share capital of
SGCM.
SGCM is Singapore’s most popular car buying and selling website with over 30,000 car
listings. It offers the largest database of new and used cars for sale, with at least 10 cars
sold every hour, and accounts for approximately 70% of all second-hand car transactions
in Singapore. The site reaches more than 4M users monthly, making it the top ranked
automotive website in Singapore. More impressively, additional services including Quotz
(a subsidiary of SGCM that operates an online vehicle auction platform) and credible
media content, are readily available to help augment the car–buying experience.
We are truly proud of this digital icon, and TFSSG is committed to utilizing its expertise
and resources to further strengthen SGCM in and beyond Singapore.

myTOYOTA Wallet (TFSPH Philippines)
In October 2021, Toyota Financial Services Philippines (TFSPH) launched myTOYOTA
Wallet, a new digital payment platform that enhances the Toyota customer experience.
Transacting with Toyota is easy, safe, and convenient with myTOYOTA Wallet. It
provides flexibility as it can be used for over-the-counter transactions in Toyota dealer
outlets and as payment option in myTOYOTA, the distributor’s mobile app where
customers can book service appointments, purchase parts and accessories, make vehicle
reservations and so much more. The two apps work seamlessly together with
myTOYOTA Wallet as the payment method for credit or debit card transactions.
Whether it is for vehicle repair, periodic maintenance, parts & accessories, or vehicle
insurance, myTOYOTA Wallet is accepted at Toyota dealer outlets nationwide.
Currently, myTOYOTA Wallet can accept credit or debit card transactions. An e-wallet
or e-money function will be added soon. The app has over 30,000 registered users to
date (as of June 2022).
More exciting features, enhancements, and developments will be added to the app to match the needs of Toyota
customers in the Philippines.
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China Region
2021 was a critical year for TFS China to explore and develop new business opportunities
in addition to continuously growing traditional business.
We are determined to continue with our strategic directions in the following years.
1. To seek more profit opportunities by relying on our core competencies.
2. To promote sustainable business growth, with traditional business fostering new business.
TFS China will further expand value chain business, by identifying the real needs of
customers, and bringing our unique business value to the local market:
“Build our Unique Value beyond Price.”

Xu Lun
CEO, TFS China region

Region Highlights
Core Business Developments in China
TFS China has been seeking by all means to reach customers directly for creating new profiting opportunities.
▶

Launched “Membership Club System” in Oct, 2021. This is a strategic effort to get our customers to return to the
dealers after the sale, throughout the vehicle lifecycle. This also helps to expand the possibilities for our value chain
businesses in used car, insurance, and EV strategies.

・Motivate paid-off customers to register with the Membership Club System and encourage registered members
to be active daily, to seek our various business opportunities.

・Work together with distributors to prepare for sales of Toyota’s first all-Electric car model, thebZ4X, by offering
financial and operating lease products.
▶

Developed online sales model and acquired the operating leasing company, “JMS” (see reference) to realize KiNTO
One enhancement.
・Online sales model helps to reach potential customers directly.

・As the JMS business continues to grow, we look forward to assisting TMC expand its value chain business,
including maintenance and insurance (qualification required), and also look forward to promoting the EV
business to attract Generation Z (vehicle ownership and usership) through direct efforts online and offline via
dealers.
Reference : New investment of 2021
TFS China has successfully acquired a profitable national leasing company, named “Jinduo Mobility Services Co., LTD”
abbreviated as “JMS”.
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Japan Region
In today’s environment, we are seeing the automobile industry entering a period of
change, a once in a 100 years transformation. The rapid progress towards a mobility and
connected society, where customers preferences are moving from ownership to utilization
of vehicles. These changes in customer preferences are also driving changes in the
financial services industry. We are seeing the need for more diversification in the field of
financial and settlement services. The changes occurring in our environment are
accelerating due to the emergence of new payment business using FinTech. We are
further faced with increasing competition from startup companies beyond the financial
services industry.
We see these new trends as opportunities and will challenge to create a financial business
model unique to Toyota based on the know-hows we cultivated in both sales finance and
credit card businesses in the new field of mobility services.
As a member of the Toyota Group, we aim to be a company that exceeds the expectations of our customers and
stakeholders, and will contribute to society by further increasing corporate value.

Toshiyuki Nishi
CEO, TFS Japan Region

Strategic finance products and unique product "Tsukatte Back" *
Tsukatte Back
Balloon Finance

Use
TS CUBIC CARD !

50 : 50

1.5 times

(Deposit &
Guaranteed future value)

Jan.
300P

Feb.
800P

Mar.
500P

¥450

¥1200

¥750

Points

P

Monthly Payment

for Auto Loans

Jan.

Office Locations

TFC Business

"Tsukatte Back" is a
product in which the
Credit Card Points
can be used as cash
back for monthly
payments of Auto
Finance.

¥

Cash back

Tsukatte Back

Feb.

Mar.

* 1 point=JP ¥1.5
Apr.

Hokkaido Branch

(Sapporo)

Auto Finance

Headquater
Chubu Branch
Nagoya Center

Dealers
(T/L/DH)

Individual
Customers

"Tsukatte Back"

Unique product by Toyota
残価設定型プラン

Tohoku Branch
(Sendai)

(Nagoya)

Corporate
Customers

Tokyo Office
Kanto Branch
Tokyo Center

Chugoku Shikoku Branch
(Okayama)

Kyushu Branch

(Tokyo)

(Fukuoka)

Credit Card

Kinki Branch
(Osaka)
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KINTO Mobility Services
KINTO business keeps growing gradually and steadily
in the global market. In 2022, the number of countries
where KINTO services are available has increased to
34, and in each region and country, we keep pursuing
to offer our customers with better mobility services.

MESSAGE FROM
THE Head of Global KINTO
It has been three
years since KINTO
was established.
We continue to grow
as a truly global
mobility brand.
As the global Covid
pandemic subsiding,
we expect there will
be an increase in
demand for cross
-border mobility services. We’d like to take a full
advantage of this opportunity to provide
worldwide integrated customer-friendly IT tools
such as global common APP and/or customer ID
system. This will allow KINTO customers in
certain countries to more easily and smoothly use
KINTO services in other regions where available.
Please stay tuned as more countries plan to
introduce such IT tools in the near future.

KINTO has been creatively introducing various
services to the global market, while in the home
country Japan, KINTO is continuing to expand its
service line-up. In January 2022, KINTO Factory, the
7th official service was launched in selected cities to
enhance connections with our customers even after
the vehicles are sold.
Besides, the first BEV model of Toyota, bZ4X was
exclusively added to KINTO’s leasing program with a
unique service design, which reflected KINTO’s vison
to contribute to the Carbon Neutrality challenge.
How KINTO FACTORY Model Works
Toyota
Safety
Sense

1

Toyota
Safety
Sense

2

Toyota
Safety
Sense

3

Mr. Shinya Kotera

CAR EVOLVEMENT

SEVP of TFSC

with

KEY Facts About KINTO

34
# of Countries with KINTO
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

New From
2022

KINTO Services

> 162,000
Units in operation
(# of vehicles under KINTO ONE service)

Europe, Africa Region
KINTO business in Europe region is operated by KINTO Europe and its subsidiaries. KINTO EU is a holding company
which has the largest portfolio in the global KINTO business. With 6 KINTO dedicated entities under it (France,
Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the UK), the company has developed a strong KINTO ONE business base in the
past 3 years. It will focus on developing seamless mobility service across the region through KINTO FLEX, SHARE and
JOIN in the upcoming years. There was no KINTO service available in the African continent until KINTO South Africa
(KINTO SA) was established in March 2022. The company aims to deliver better mobility experience to its local
customers.

Asia Pacific Region
TFS Asia Pacific manages various mobility services for the region. KINTO ONE is available in Thailand, the Philippines,
Indonesia, Malaysia, India and Singapore. The region is now exploring additional services including KINTO FLEX,
KINTO SHARE and KINTO GO to provide better mobility experience to its AP customers. Certain services have been
launched already (as an example, KINTO Go and KINTO Share are now available in Thailand)

Americas, Oceania Region
Americas Oceania Region provides KINTO mobility services that cover the US, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico,
Australia, and New Zealand. Currently, KINTO SHARE is the most prevalent offering in this region, while other
services such as KINTO ONE, KINTO FLEX and KINTO JOIN are under exploration to match customers’ needs and
preferences to the mobility.

KINTO Brazil
For Latin America area, KINTO Brazil, a joint venture established in July 2020 with Mitsui & Co, is serving as a regional
headquarters. The company is leveraging TFSC’s mobility service capability and Mitsui’s business expertise and network
in the region to lead the mobility business. On top of countries where KINTO services are already available (i.e., KINTO
ONE in Brazil and KINTO SHARE in Argentine), more Latin American countries such as Peru, Colombia are planning
to introduce KINTO services to their respective local markets.

Japan
KINTO Corporation (Japan) challenges to provide new car purchasing options since its incorporation in 2019. In 2021,
other than adding several new car models to its product line-up, the company has newly introduced a cancellation-fee
free subscription plan for service improvement. Here are some new key initiatives in 2022.

Online Used Car Business rollout is planned in partnership with the 3rd party platformer
KINTO is planning to collaborate with a B2C used car retail platformer to add a new sales channel of KINTO used car to
individual customers, which is expected to increase KINTO’s sales volume, as well as to gain and retain more touchpoints
with customers.

Battery Electric Vehicle, bZ4X
bZ4X for private customers is only available through KINTO ONE’s 10 years special lease plan. To alleviate customers’
anxieties around the full battery electric vehicle such as high initial price, shorter driving range or drop in battery
performance, KINTO will manage the vehicle for 10 years under the lease plan. In addition, KINTO is able to realize 3R
(Reuse, Recycle and Rebuild) battery pack management in order to contribute to the carbon neutrality.
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TOYOTA Wallet
What is TOYOTA Wallet?
TOYOTA Wallet is a digital money App introduced in Japan by TOYOTA.
It brings together a range of payment options in a single app which is connected to a
broad network of merchants who accept mobile payments.

TOYOTA Wallet Value Proposition
TOYOTA Wallet enriches the users’ experiences by providing convenient services such
as parking, food takeaway and EV charging. In addition, daily use of TOYOTA Wallet
encourages users to purchase and own TOYOTA vehicle by linking it with TS3 Card
points
Value for Customers

TOYOTA Wallet
Use

Support for New Car Purchase
Purchase

Our Services

Cash

Payment via
TS3Card / TS Pay

Loan

Main eness
itiv
p
m
Co et
Auto Loan

Use & Reward
e-money Use and Reward
TOYOTA & MaaS

Reward

・New car payment
・T-connect
・21MM Navigation
・my route
・RAC / Share

Royalty

Life service

（Mini-App）

Value for Dealership & TMC
Support for New Car Sales Promotion

Promotion

・Dealer-Communication tool
・Customer-Membership function for dealers

Basic function (Payment services and Alliance with TOYOTA / Lexus One ID)

Global Expansion
TOYOTA Wallet also took a step forward to the world.
It has successfully released TOYOTA Wallet in Thailand
and then in Philippines. TOYOTA Wallet will continue
exploring the opportunities to develop itself both in
Japan and the world to enrich Toyota customer’s life.

JAPAN

China

Oct 2021

Thailand

Oct 2020
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Nov 2019

Philippines

Nov 2021

Toyota Blockchain Lab
Background
Blockchain technology can help ensure secure data sharing among various
parties through features like highly tamper-resistant and fault-resistant.
This technology has the potential to provide more convenient and
customized services, improve business efficiency, and create new values in
our mobility future.

TBL Activities
Established in April 2019, Toyota Blockchain
Lab(TBL) is a virtual organization. It is comprised of 6
companies*.
As the catalyst for utilizing technology, TBL has been
examining plans for promising applications and
promoting demonstration
trials while accumulating knowledge.
TBL also engages in global collaboration.

Uses of Blockchain
Technology

Customers

Safety &
security

Various things

Blockchain
technology

* Toyota Motor Corporation,
Toyota Financial Services Corporation,
Toyota Finance Corporation, Toyota Systems Corporation,
Denso Corporation, Toyota Central R&D Labs., Inc.

Open
connection

Various services
Within
Toyota
Group
Mobility
Living

Main Applications
Customers

Increasing convenience and improving personal information management.

Vehicles		Improving various services and creating new services by collecting information regarding vehicle
life cycles.
Supply chain

Improving efficiencies on business processes and traceability by recording and sharing information
on parts manufacturing, shipping, etc.

Future Direction
Expand collaborations with various companies to accelerate initiatives for business implementation.
Expansion of Activities

Partners
Dealer

Retailer

Group Companies
Supplier
Overseas
companies
Blockchain
company

Toyota
Blockchain Lab

Mobility
service
company
Domestic
companies
Other
industry
partners
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Financial and Operational Performance
In the fiscal year that ended in March 2022, TFS Group posted an outstanding performance thanks to the
strong support and commitment from all sales finance companies around the globe. TFS continues its focus
on strengthening our relationships and sales support with worldwide Toyota and Lexus distributors and dealers,
to better serve our customers. Serving over 28 million customers worldwide, the global TFS network is supported by sales finance companies in 42 countries.
TFS consolidated profit achieved all-time high historically. This remarkable achievement was mainly due to the
support from all our Regions.

Customer Number of TFS Group

Total Assets of TFS Group

Operating Income of TFS Group

(Millions)

(Billions USD)

(Billions USD)

Sales Finance
Credit Card

27.7

28.0

11.9

12.2

248.2
29.1
12.8

28.4

213.2

251.3

5.4

225.8
4.2

13.1
2.5

15.8

15.8

16.3

15.3

2019

2020

2021

2022

2019

2020

2021

2022

2019

2.3

2020

2021

2022

Fiscal year ending March 31.
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Americas Oceania

Europe / Africa

Toyota Motor Credit Corporation (TMCC)
Toyota Financial Savings Bank (TFSB)

Toyota Kreditbank GmbH (TKG)
KINTO Deutschland GmbH (KDE)

USA

Puerto Rico

Toyota Credit de Puerto Rico Corporation (TCPR)

Canada

Toyota Credit Canada Inc. (TCCI)

Brazil

Banco Toyota do Brasil S.A. (BTB)
KINTO Brasil Serviços de Mobilidade Ltda. (KINTO Brasil)

Venezuela

Toyota Services de Venezuela, C.A. (TSV)

Germany

UK

Toyota Financial Services (UK) PLC (TFSUK)
KINTO UK Ltd. (KINTO UK)

Finland

Toyota Finance Finland Oy (TFF)

Italy

Toyota Financial Services Italia S.p.A.(TFSI)
KINTO Italia SpA (KIT)

Norway

Mexico

Toyota Financial Services Norway (TFSN)

Argentina

Toyota Financial Services France (TFSF)
KINTO France SAS (KFR)

Colombia

Sweden

Australia

Poland

New Zealand

South Africa

Toyota Financial Services Mexico, S.A. de C.V. (TFSMX)
Toyota Compañía Financiera de Argentina S.A. (TCFA)
Toyota Financial Services Colombia S.A.S. (TFSCO)
Toyota Finance Australia Ltd. (TFA)
Toyota Finance New Zealand Ltd. (TFNZ)
KINTO New Zealand Ltd. (KNZ)

Asia / Pacific
Thailand

Toyota Leasing (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (TLT)

Malaysia

Toyota Capital Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. (TCAPM)

France

Toyota Financial Services Sweden (TFSSW)
Toyota Bank Polska S.A. (TBP)
Toyota Financial Services (South Africa) Limited.(TFSSA)

Czech

Toyota Financial Services Czech s.r.o. (TFSCZ)

Denmark

Toyota Financial Services Danmark A/S (TFSDK)

Hungary
Toyota Financial Services Hungary Zrt. (TFSH)
Spain

Toyota Financial Services Philippines Corporation (TFSPH)

Toyota Financial Services España (TFSES)
KINTO España S.L.U (KES)

Taiwan

Slovakia

Philippines

Hotai Finance Corporation (HFC)
Hotai Leasing Corporation (HLC)

Toyota Financial Services Slovakia s.r.o. (TFSSK)

Korea

AO Toyota Bank (TBR)

Toyota Financial Services Korea Co., Ltd. (TFSKR)

Indonesia

PT Toyota Astra Financial Services (TAFS)

Russia

Kazakhstan

Toyota Financial Services Kazakhstan MFO LLP (TFSKZ)

Portugal

Toyota Financial Services Vietnam Co., Ltd. (TFSVN)

Toyota Financial Services Portugal (TFSPT)
KINTO Portugal S.A. (KPT)

India

Ireland

Toyota Financial Services India Ltd. (TFSIN)

Toyota Financial Services (Ireland) DAC (TFSIR)

Singapore

Austria

Vietnam

Toyota Financial Services Singapore Pte Ltd. (TFSSG)

Japan
Japan

Toyota Finance Corporation (TFC)
KINTO Corporation (KINTO)

China

Toyota Financial Services Austria (TFSAT)

Belgium

Toyota Financial Services Belgium S.A / N.V (TFSBE)

Senegal

Caetano Renting Senegal (CRS)

Netherlands

Toyota Motor Finance (Netherlands) B.V. (TMFNL)

China

Toyota Motor Finance (China) Co., Ltd. (TMFCN)
Toyota Motor Leasing (China) Co., Ltd. (TMLCN)

As of July 2022
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